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Objectives
•

Overview of PTTW Program: Purpose & Principles, Law & Policy, ‘Fast Facts’

•

PTTW Program Delivery: Application process, Notification/Consultation

•

What a PTTW Does

•

What a PTTW Does Not Do

•

Compliance

•

“High Use Watersheds”

•

PTTW & Ontario Low Water Response

•

Questions
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PTTW Program Purpose & Principles
Purpose:
•

Ensure fair sharing of water; promote stewardship of the resource; prevent
unacceptable interference with other use of water; recognize and safeguard the
right of the ecosystem to water for optimal function and to sustain the inherent
natural variability of ecosystems.

Principles:

•

Enable reasonable use of water and protect the ecosystem

•

Prevent unacceptable interference with other water values

•

Use ‘adaptive management’

•

Consider cumulative (additive) effects of water takings

•

Risk management; manage uncertainty reasonably

•

Consult & enfranchise the public about decisions that affect their water
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Foundation in Law
•

Water takings greater than 50,000 L/day regulated under the OWRA & its companion
Water Taking Regulation.

•

Since 1960 OWRA has regulated the rate of taking, source of taking, duration of
surface water and groundwater taking. Water taking for domestic purposes (ordinary
household and farm use), direct watering of livestock, and firefighting is exempted.

•

Regulation of water taking does not assign water rights or place priorities on uses; this
is expected to be addressed by planning decisions, which a PTTW is intended to
implement, e.g. MEA, decision of a consent authority or tribunal.

•

Strong provisions to support inspection & compliance, MOE works collaboratively with
other agencies.

•

Policy development in 2004 and 2007 reflect recent legal obligations on the province
to safeguard and sustain Ontario water
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PTTW Policy Changes - 2004
•

Amendments to the Water Taking Regulation (O. Reg. 387/04) in 2004 strengthened
Ontario’s ability to better monitor and manage Ontario’s water resources with respect
to impacts of climate change and a growing demand for water.

•

Key regulatory changes related to PTTW Program Delivery:
– Phased in reporting of actual water taking by permit holders (started 2005;
phases completed by 2008).
– Refusal of new or increased takings for specified purposes that remove water
from high use watersheds.
– Notification to municipalities and conservation authorities of permit applications.
– MOE must consider
• Water availability (e.g. water balance, existing uses, planned municipal use)
• Issues relating to natural functions of the ecosystem; water availability (e.g.
planned municipal use, low water conditions)
• Use of water (e.g. water conservation and reasonable prospect of use)
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PTTW Policy Changes - 2007
•

Responding to the impacts of climate change was one of the forces driving the need
for the Great Lakes Sustainable – St. Lawrence River Basin Sustainable Water
Resources Agreement. Ontario pushed hard to include recognition of climate
change and the need for precaution in the Agreement – and we succeeded.

•

OWRA carries this commitment forward by establishing authority to introduce
additional environmental criteria to further restrict intra-basin water transfers in
response to cumulative impacts and climate change considerations.

•

Consistent with the Agreement, OWRA addresses possible threats of climate change
and increasing demands on Great Lakes Basin waters.

– OWRA authorizes a permit to include conditions that require conservation
measures be taken in relation to a water taking, and could also require that
conservation audits be conducted to determine if water is being used efficiently.
•

Conservation of our water is always a key priority. Climate change makes
conservation even more imperative.
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PTTW ‘Fast Facts’
•

March 31, 2008 - 6,611 active permits (see Table on next slide):

•

In total, these allow a maximum daily taking of about 1.4 billion cubic metres.

•

Actual total taking is considerably less; currently acquiring a more complete
understanding via data reporting to the Water Taking Reporting System.

•

Over half of all PTTW are issued for agricultural taking (43%) or municipal/other
communal water supply (18%).

•

Agricultural taking accounts for less than 0.5% of maximum permitted taking volume
under all PTTW.

•

Permitted water taking is almost evenly split between surface water sources (i.e.
taking from lakes, rivers and creeks) and groundwater sources (i.e. taking from wells
and dugout ponds).

•

On average, 1,300 applications for permits are received each year. These
applications are for new or expanded takings and about one-third are submitted to
replace (‘renew’) permits that will expire.
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Example Category 1, 2 and 3 PTTW submissions
•

•

•

•

Application to renew a PTTW to take water from a dugout pond for irrigation of
crops for sale
– Category 1 (low risk)
– Base Application + Schedule 1 (Water Conservation)
– Fee exempted, not required to be posted on EBR
Application for a new, short term (less than 30 days) taking, (e.g. pump test)
– Category 2
– Base Application + Schedule 1 + Schedule 2 (surface water) or 3 (groundwater)
Qualified Person certification
– $750 fee; Not required to be posted on EBR
Application for groundwater extraction for a new bottled water manufacturing
facility
– Category 3; If in a High Use Watershed -> Denied
– Base Application + Schedule 1 + Study (prepared by a Qualified Person)
– $3000 fee; Posted to EBR
Application by a group of farmers to develop alternate watering sources by
converting to groundwater in the headwaters of a trout stream
– Each taker to submit a Category 3 application (see above requirements)
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– Director may require a cumulative impact assessment by the group

Transparency & Accountability
•

Environmental Assessment Act (EAA) must be met (where applicable) must be
met before the issuance of many Certificates of Approval and Permits to Take
Water

•

Environmental Bill of Rights (EBR) Environmental Registry ‘posting’ of water
taking proposals gives opportunity for public input into the approvals process.

•

-

Exemptions/exceptions have the effect that about 70% of water taking
proposals are not required to be posted (implement EAA or tribunal decision,
are environmentally insignificant, equivalent public consultation occurred, for
emergencies, applications for public bodies, < 1 year taking; for irrigation of
agricultural crops).

-

Where required, proposals are posted on the EBR for a minimum 30 day
commenting period, following which the PTTW Director posts a Decision Notice
to advise the outcome of the Ministry’s consideration of an application and in a
way that responds to comments received (provides a link to the actual PTTW).

Environmental Review Tribunal (ERT) is the quasi-judicial tribunal that provides
impartial environmental adjudication of PTTW related appeals.
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What Does a PTTW Generally Do?
•

Identifies the water taker & sources; specifies taking purposes (e.g. irrigation).

•

Permits water taking in accordance with the application, unless modified.

•

Establishes an expiry date (up to 10 year term).

•

Specifies maximum taking rate (L/min), duration (hrs/day; days/yr), amount (L/day).

•

Requires monitoring & record keeping of water taking events.

•

Requires notification of complaints & actions taken to resolve same.

•

Requires any taking not to cause flow to be stopped or reduced to a rate that causes
negative impact; not to cause any negative impact to any groundwater supplies in
prior use.

•

Allows the Ministry to suspend or reduce the permitted taking.

•

All of which is subject to the Ministry’s inspections (planned/responsive), investigation12
and enforcement actions.

What Does a PTTW Not Do?
•

Allow taking to interfere with any other public or private uses of the water or any
ecological functions.

•

Allow maximum taking when source condition is not able to supply this without
resulting in interference or ecological impact.

•

Allocate a right to water.

•

Guarantee a supply of water for any taking event.

•

Regulate return flow, discharge or effluent quality.

•

Relieve a water taker from any other legal obligations (e.g. to access the water on
another property).

•

Govern the installation, construction, operation, etc., of the means by which water is
taken.
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PTTW & Compliance
INSPECTIONS:
– Operations Division (OD) conducts about 200 planned inspections
annually (Drinking Water Management Division also undertakes
inspections of PTTW related to drinking water systems).
– Considering only OD inspections, the majority of issues are related to
‘administrative’ reasons (e.g., not monitoring or keeping records as
required by permit condition).
INCIDENTS:
– PTTW incidents represent about 1% of all pollution related incidents
annually; average of about 360 PTTW incidents annually in recent
years.
– Typical incidents involve PTTW non-compliance, taking without PTTW,
interference with other water users, and water level complaints.
– Abatement measures are determined based on the use of informed
judgment (an assessment of compliance history and health and
environmental consequences).
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Complementing Source Protection Planning
•

High Use Watersheds

•

Ontario Low Water Response
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High-Use Watersheds
•

In these areas, specified water takings can be denied or restricted from August 1 to
September 11.

•

Applies to new or expanded:
– Beverage manufacturing
– Fruit or vegetable canning or pickling
– Ready-mix concrete manufacturing (permanent sites only)
– Aggregate processing (only products and slurries)
– Product manufacturing or production

•

Following 2 slides illustrate the maps used to inform regulation of water taking in
areas of high demand
–
–

Average Annual Flow Map (water taking may be refused)
Summer Low Flow Map (water taking may be excluded August 1 to September 11)
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Ontario Low Water Response
•

MOE sits on and shares PTTW data with community-based Water Response Teams
(WRT).

•

MOE and other agencies outreach to water takers at declaration of Low Water
Condition to request reductions in takings.

•

Conditions built into Permit require restrictions during low water conditions such that
natural environment is protected and interferences with other uses do not occur.

•

Frequency and degree of OLWR Levels are considered in PTTW application review.

•

PTTW Directors may require assessment of impact by a group of takers on water
balance/sustainable yield (cumulative effects assessment); adaptive management
studies triggered by frequent/anticipated low water condition (e.g., Big Creek, Innisfill
Creek).

•
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Targeted inspection programs.

2007 saw some of the most prolonged and extensive
low water conditions in recent history.

The following year, 2008 was the wettest on record.
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Internet Resources
•

The Ministry has published a complete set of Fact Sheets, Technical Bulletins,
Guidelines, Manuals, Application Forms and links to other resources at the PTTW web
site:

http://www.ene.gov.on.ca/envision/water/pttw.htm
– Water Taking Charges for Industrial & Commercial Water Users (O. Reg. 450/07)
– Interactive Water Use Mapping Tool; used by applicants to complete submissions
– Surface Water & Hydrogeological (Groundwater) Studies Guidance Documents
– Water Taking Reporting System
– PTTW fee exemption for ‘conservation’ water taking (wetland & wildlife habitat
projects)
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Questions?
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